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A WORD OF CAUTION - DISCLAIMER:
This e-book is for reference and informational purposes only and is no way intended as
medical counseling or medical advice.
The information contained herein should not be used to treat, diagnose, or prevent a
disease or medical condition without the advice of a competent medical professional.
This e-book deals with in-depth information on health fitness and nutrition. Most of the
information applies to everyone in general; however, not everyone has the same body
type. We each have unique responses to diet and exercise depending on the individual.
Before making any changes in your diet, exercise, or lifestyle - you should consult with a
physician to discover the best approach for your individual situation. The author, writer,
editors, and associates shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity
with respect to any damage or injury alleged to be caused directly by the information
contained in this e-book.

Dear friend,
If you were born before 1980, you're about to discover
a simple and unique method to fill out your frame with
lean rock solid muscle and lose that layer of stubborn
belly fat - within the next 6-12 months...
And more importantly, you'll learn how to maintain
your results for life!
So, if you're ready to rewind the hand of Father Time
on your physique... and look and feel invincible, then
pay close attention... Because you'll be shocked to
learn how doing popular mainstream diet and workout
programs are actually DESTROYING your body!
Plus you'll learn how to make some simple tweaks
and adjustments to your routine that can radically
transform your physique...
Regardless of your age or current physical shape,
improvement is always possible!
I promise... this isn't the same old mumbo jumbo
you've probably heard before. Much of this
information goes against the grain of popular
fitness magazines and online bodybuilding forums.
So, be sure to read every word of this e-book!
Because you're about to discover some gamechanging strategies that will save you time, aches,
pains, and a whole lot of frustration along the way
towards losing fat and building your best body.
This is specifically geared for Men Over 40 who want
to "Start Over" for the last time and finally claim the
gains you deserve - without punishing your body!

FROM FAT...

...TO RIPPED!

Your Past Does NOT Dictate Your Future
...You Are In The Drivers Seat...

Just imagine this scenario...
What if you could finally lose the weight that you haven't been able to shed for years?
What if you could lose your gut, get rid of those stubborn love handles, and tighten up your
man-boobs?
What if you could fill out your frame and build lean muscle in your chest, shoulders, & arms?
What if you felt comfortable in your own skin without being embarrassed about taking your
shirt off at the beach, at the swimming pool, or in the gym locker room?
What if you could make love to your wife with the lights on and not feel ashamed of how your
body looks?
What if you had higher levels of health, strength, energy, & confidence?
What if you had the stamina to run around with your kids, or grand kids, without feeling pain,
getting winded or tired - and being in such good shape that you could do it again the next day?
What if you felt proud about how your body looks?
What if you could book a beach vacation without having to worry about how you'll look or feel
in a swimsuit walking along the shore?
What if you were at your ideal body weight, felt strong, & had a clean bill of health?
What if food was your friend, not your enemy, and you never had to "diet" again?
What if you could let go of all the fitness and nutrition confusion, always second guessing if
you're doing the right thing, and just get in shape and feel confident about your body?

Does this sound like a stretch…?

Well in this e-book, you're going to discover EXACTLY how to escape the yo-yo dieting trap
and Master Your Metabolism!
Once you get this, you'll be able to build the body you want without starving yourself in
the process, or spending endless hours in the gym.
What you're about to learn will help you reach your fitness & fat loss goals quicker, easier,
and with less frustration than trying to figure it all out on your own.

Right now you maybe wondering WHO am I
and WHY am I sharing this ?
Let me introduce myself...
My name is Lee Hayward, I'm a muscle building & fitness coach who has helped literally
thousands of guys from all over the world transform their body and lives using
non-gimmicky, no-hype methods that produce real results in record time.
I started working out back in 1990, I entered my first bodybuilding competition in 1995,
and then launched my first bodybuilding & fitness website in 1997. I'm one of the
pioneers to the Online Bodybuilding & Fitness Scene.
Before the days of Google, before YouTube, and Facebook... There was Lee Hayward's
Total Fitness Bodybuilding - I'm one of OG's as some people like to say...

Throughout my 20's and 30's I competed in the Canadian Bodybuilding Federation with
15 trophies to my name. Competing in Bodybuilding and coaching up and coming
bodybuilders was my passion.
Lee Hayward has been featured in...

Lee Hayward's Total Fitness Bodybuilding YouTube Channel has over
1,000 instructional videos with more than 76 million video views!

Helping Guys Get Fit Is My Passion In Life...
Because I know all to well what it’s like to struggle with being overweight, out of shape,
having low confidence, and dealing with the feelings of shame that go along with it.
In the past I've personally suffered from Yo-Yo Dieting and Binge Eating...

Years of struggling with my weight, self image, and dealing with low self esteem is what
drew me to bodybuilding back in 1995. I wanted nothing more than to have a lean
muscular physique like the guys I seen in the magazines.
So, starting back in 1995 I learned how to follow a bodybuilding "pre-contest cutting diet"
and do endless hours of cardio to lose fat and get ripped... And it worked!
I guarantee that if you muster up the discipline and will power to eat nothing but boiled
chicken and broccoli, do 2+ hours of cardio per day, along with weight training workouts
6 days per week - you will lose fat and get lean...
The only problem is putting yourself through that kind of torture is no fun and it's NOT
sustainable... It's fueled by will power and will power never lasts. You will run out of it
eventually. I don't care how motivated or desperate you are to lose weight and see
results... If you are relying on will power alone - you are doomed to fail.
Time will take it's toll, break down your motivation, and drain your will power...
While at the same time the temptation to cheat on your diet, the food cravings, and
hunger pangs will continue to build up day after day...
Eventually you'll get to the point where you just can't stand the suffering anymore enough is enough - screw it - it's just not worth it - and when that happens...
That's When You Start Binge Eating!
It could get crazy... chips, ice cream, cakes, cookies, peanut butter by the spoonful right out
of the jar... You might order a jumbo pizza, hit up the late night fast food drive through, or
raid the convenience store shelves. You could be eating bowl after bowl of cereal and
milk, endless slices of buttered bread, or gulping down handfuls of chocolate, candy, or
whatever you can get your hands on... I know, because I've done it all myself...

Every year that I was competing in bodybuilding, I'd go from one extreme to the other months of crazy low carb cutting - to unstoppable high calorie binge eating - and my
weight would Yo-Yo up and down as much as 50 pounds with every competition I did.
The only thing that kept me on track was knowing that every year I would diet down for
yet another bodybuilding contest - suffer out another extreme low calorie cutting diet for
months on end, get lean, look good on stage and in the photos... But as soon as the
contest was over, I'd go back to my old bad habits, binge eat, and re-gain all the weight I
lost.
Looking back at it now, the whole process seems so stupid... and it was stupid...
But I'd always try to justify gaining weight and binge eating by telling myself, and everyone
else, that I was "Bulking Up" in the off season in effort to gain more muscle for next year's
bodybuilding competition. However, the truth is I was only getting fatter and fatter...
Very little of the body weight I gained was lean muscle.
The reality is you DO NOT need to get fat to gain muscle. In fact, you can actually lose fat
while building lean muscle at the same time - and I'll explain how to do that later in this ebook.
The biggest problem with typical bodybuilding "Bulking" and "Cutting" diets is that they
encourage the ALL OR NOTHING mentality...
You're either following a crazy cutting diet, or there's no diet structure at all. You're either
starving or stuffing, there's no happy medium, no balance - it's not a sustainable way to
live and develop healthy eating habits for long term results.
The problem with the "ALL OR NOTHING" trap is you very rarely get ALL,
and more often than not you'll end up with NOTHING...

Life After Bodybuilding...
From the time I was a 17 year old senior in high school, up until I was 33 years old, I've
been involved with the sport of competitive bodybuilding...

The pic to the left was taken from
my first bodybuilding contest...
- The 1995 Newfoundland
Bodybuilding Championships.
I was 17 years old at the time and
the youngest competitor in the
show...

After my last competition in the fall of 2011 I decided to take a break from competitive
bodybuilding because I was getting a burnt out from the extreme dieting ups and downs.
Now I was still going to the gym, but my workouts were not as focused as they were when
training for a competition.
I was still trying to eat "healthy"... most of the time... But with no deadline of a bodybuilding
competition looming over my head, I wasn't overly strict. I never counted calories, tracked
macros, and I was less concerned about gaining a bit of extra body fat.
Now from a practical point of view, there's nothing "wrong" with taking a break from the
extreme diet and training approach to let yourself rest and recover - both mentally and
physically. In fact, if you have been going to the extremes with diet and training - it can
actually be healthy to give yourself some down time to relax.
However, a short break can quickly start to backslide... Before you know it things can get
out of control. Back in 2011 was the last time I competed in bodybuilding, it was also the
last time that I seen my abs... (until I started applying what you're about to learn here).

I'm the guy in the middle wearing the blue trunks...
2011 was the last time I competed in bodybuilding... it was also the last time I seen my abs!

2016 Was The Big Turning Point...
It's NOT Just About Me Anymore...
2016 my was a big turning point in my life, because that's when my wife Trish gave birth
to our son Harvey. For the first time in my life I realized the challenges of raising a family.
It wasn't just about me anymore. After Harvey was born I didn't have endless time to go to
the gym and exercise...

In September of 2016 my wife gave birth to our son Harvey, and our lives changed overnight...

I was working more hours to keep the bills paid and put food on the table. Plus I opened
an education fund for our boy so I worked extra hours to add some money to it. For the
first time in my life I understood the challenges busy men and hard-working fathers face.
And I know it sounds silly... yet after our son was born I even started feeling a bit guilty
when I worked out. Like it was a sin to leave my wife at home alone with our baby while
I strolled off to the gym for a little "me time."
It wasn't just my workouts that suffered...
As any parent knows, when you have a new baby at home your sleep habits go out the
window... Waking up to crying, changing diapers, and bottle feeding all hours of the night.
My wife and I were mentally and physically exhausted... It got to the point where we were
too tired to cook a healthy meal... So, I'd just pick up the phone and order a pizza
instead... Or on my way home from work I'd grab something from the drive through...
I knew these weren't good food choices, but I'd justify it by saying:
"It's ok... I'll get back to the gym and start my diet again on Monday."
However, "Monday" kept getting pushed further and further back.
And it doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out the results of these poor decisions...

2018 I hit rock bottom - FAT, LAZY, & Out of Shape...
The poor habits continued on for a couple years... Now I wasn't totally neglecting my
workouts... I would still go to the gym 2-3 times per week. And I wasn't eating like crap for
every meal, but I'd still order a pizza or get take-away a few nights per week.
Eventually it all started to add up... My pants were fitting tighter, I had to loosen up my
belt several notches, my dress shirts and suit jackets would no longer button up...
But I didn't realize just how fat I had become until I decided to strip down and take my
"Before Pictures"... That's when the truth hit me, the camera doesn't lie... - Ouch!

In January 2018 I was 220 lbs. fat, out of shape, and had a 40+ inch wast line!
The pictures you see above were taken in January 2018 - I was tipping the scales at just
over 220 lbs. with a belly that stretched the tape measure to more than 40 inches, plus I
had rolls of back fat, and the love handles to go along with it.
I looked and felt like sh!t... I was disgusted with how fat and out of shape I had let myself
become... I could hardly recognize the fat slob that was looking back at me in the mirror...
Here I was - "Lee Hayward, the bodybuilder and fitness coach"
- Yet I didn't look anything like a bodybuilder or a fitness coach...
People online started calling me out on it too...
During this time I was still making YouTube videos for my Total Fitness Bodybuilding
YouTube Channel - teaching guys Fitness and Nutrition Advice.
...but I wasn't even following my own advice...
I remember reading some the comments on my videos:
"Who is the Fat Fu#k giving fitness advice???"

At first I'd just shrug it off saying that these people were just trolls and haters leaving
nasty comments. But then the comments started to come in more and more frequently...
I started to question myself and wonder... What if these guys are right...
"Who was this Fat Fu#k giving fitness advice???"
Finally I hit rock bottom, enough was enough...
I needed to get my sh!t together and turn things around.
Not just for me... Not just for my online followers and credibility as a fitness coach...
But more importantly, I needed to do it for my son Harvey!
What kind of example was I setting for my son?
I don't want Harvey to grow up with a fat overweight dad and think that it's "OK" to be that
way, that it's normal to let yourself become fat and out of shape.
I want to teach and lead him by example, I want to become his real life role model so he
grows up knowing the benefits of living a healthy active lifestyle.
I'm not just doing this for me anymore. This goes way beyond getting in shape so I can
stand on a bodybuilding stage, flex my muscles, and hopefully get a trophy and a
handshake... I'm doing this to help shape the future habits of my son!
We are all products of our environment...
I've NEVER seen anyone succeed long term in a poor environment...
If your family was fat and out of shape when you were growing up - chances are you also
became fat and out of shape. Unless you had some other outside influences motivating
you to get in shape... Again, we're all products of our environment.
In order to change who you are and the results you get in life... You need to get around
people who inspire you to reach a higher level, people who lift you up, and encourage you
to strive for excellence... Rather than always being around people who constantly settle
for mediocrity.
If the people close to you say things like;
"It's ok, everyone in our family is big and heavy.
Just be comfortable with your weight and love your body.
It's who you are on the inside that counts, etc."
You need to wake up to the truth... Realize that these people are literally digging their
own graves with a fork and knife... Letting yourself get fat is NOT loving your body!
It is setting you and your family up for a life of pain and misery...
Diseases like diabetes, heart attack, stroke, cancer, etc. are no joke!
I've seen first hand the devastation that's caused when a family man neglects his health
and leaves God's green earth well before his time... It turns a family to ruin...

It was time to change, enough was enough, no more...
I didn't want to let my health be that kind of burden to my wife and son. I plan on being
around for a long time and live to be a healthy, lean, and fit old man... I want to watch my
son grow up to have kids of his own, and be an active participant in their lives.
So, I decided to once and for all get my sh!t together and this is the result...

Within 12 months I was able lose my belly fat and get control over my health and fitness.
But this time around I did things much differently...
I NEVER resorted to the typical quick fix "cutting diet"...
Instead I focused on changing my lifestyle habits, re-programming my mindset and
psychology, and did the complete opposite of what most people tell you to do
when trying to lose weight quickly...
The result?
Not only was I able to lose the weight, build lean muscle, and maintain my fat loss...
But I've been able to continue getting even leaner and more muscular as time went on.
Now I'm able to stay lean and healthy, 365 days a year, without resorting to those crazy
extreme "low carb" starvation cutting diets. I enjoy the way I eat and never have to leave
the table feeling hungry!
I can't begin to tell you how good it feels to finally have visible 6 pack abs, and be able to
maintain them without killing myself in the gym or feeling like I'm starving on a diet.

"Before"

"After"

Let Me Ask You, What Would Your Life Be Like If...
You Could Enjoy BIG Satisfying Meals & Workout Your Way
While Dropping up to 50 Pounds Of Stubborn Body Fat
While Building Lean Muscle In The Process...
- All Within The Next 6 - 12 Months?
...I'm going to break down the exact science
of my proven system and explain it to you step-by-step...

But first, you need to know the difference between the:

The CRASH Dieters
VS.
The LIFESTYLE Builders

Here's the typical process...
Monday morning rolls around and you
decide to "Start A New Diet"...
After a few days (or few weeks) of dietary
restriction you begin to feel hungry and
deprived, you start craving junk food, and
eventually you give in to the cravings and
blow your diet.
Then you feel guilty because you failed
again and you beat yourself up emotionally.
You could stay stuck in this rut for weeks or
months on end, before you finally muster
up enough motivation to start another diet and the cycle begins all over again...
...Sound Familiar?

The Crash Dieters Are...
Impatient and inconsistent in their actions, hopping from one diet program
to the next.
Leave things until the very last minute before making a change.
Cut out entire food groups hoping for a "quick fix" weight loss.
Force themselves to follow some cookie cutter plan that does not suit their
lifestyle and then wonder why it's unsustainable.

Have you ever felt overwhelmed and confused like this?
There are so many conflicting views out there with regards to diet, exercise, and weight loss
it's hard to know who or what to believe anymore...
Some gurus say cut your carbs, others say eat low fat, some say go plant based, others say
go carnivore, should you track your macros, should you count calories, bodybuilders say we
need to eat more protein, the vegans say we need to eliminate animal protein...
Heck, I'm starting to get confused and overwhelmed just writing this...!?!

Compare That To The 'Lifestyle Builders', They...
Build their fitness and nutrition plan AROUND THEIR LIFESTYLE...
instead of the other way around.
Have total confidence in the program they are following and actually
ENJOY the process.
Know how to moderate their nutrition and exercise routine so
NOTHING is off limits.
They can Eat, drink, and train how they want 24 / 7 / 365 days per year
- and still make progress!

When You Make This Transition You Can Expect...
More freedom and flexibility in your nutrition and training.
Have incredible experiences with friends and family instead of being
'that guy' who's always "On A Diet".
No more LOW CONFIDENCE or self-esteem issues - and constantly
doubting yourself wondering if you're doing the right things or not.
A proven science based system that does the heavy lifting for you!

But Please, Don't Just Take My Word For It...
I've shared this exact system that I'm telling you about here with several of my
personal coaching students, and these guys have made some amazing health
and fitness transformations... Getting their very own "Ripped After 40" results!

"Before"

"After"

Kevin, a 52 year old Grandfather & Business Owner from
Pennsylvania, USA - lost 40 pounds of body fat while
packing on solid muscle mass at the same time!

"Just want to say thank you for everything you do. Since following your diet and training
advice I’ve lost 40 pounds and 6 inches off my waistline.

I’m a 52 year old grandfather, I run my own business, and during all this time I was in the
process of re-modelling my home and doing renovations. So if any of your followers say
they “don’t have time to workout”, that is bull, I believe that you can always make the
time if you are committed to your goals."

Kevin Falcone
- USA

"Before"

"After"

Trevor, a 58 year old English Teacher from the United Kingdom,
lost 74 pounds of body fat and got visible abdominal definition!

"These changes were not easy, but they have been remarkably great and fun. I have seen
changes in my body that I never knew could happen. I have watched my 6-pack reappear
after over 30 years – wondering where the hell my abs have been all this time; I have seen
an amazing alteration regarding my health and energy levels.

Before I couldn’t run a few hundred meters without some pain in my back, hips, or legs. Now
I run 30 Kilometers every week in addition to doing cycling and gym workouts. I have so
much energy that I feel like a 20-year-old young stallion let loose with everything for me."

Trevor James
- England

"Before"

"After"

After almost dying from a Heart Attack, 65 year old Paul
from Alberta, Canada - turned his life around and lost 68
pounds & has kept it off for the past 3 years!

"I will always be grateful to Lee’s coaching and insights, but what made the biggest
difference? I did. I decided. I changed. I ate better food, went to the gym, did the reps...
and it has been well worth the time and money invested.

If I can make the change, I am completely convinced anyone can... without needing a neardeath experience to shock you toward that change.

The health I feel now has affected my entire world, mind, soul and body. If anyone reads
this and wants to change, then this is my advice: do it. Get a coach and mentor, find some
like-minded friends, eat properly, commit to going to the gym, and day by day, step by step,
you will be so glad you started down the road to wellness... at last..."

Paul Miller
- Canada

"Before"

"After"

Bill, from Missouri, USA - lost 116 pounds, lowered
his blood pressure and came off all medications!

"I am living proof that Lee’s advice works, not only did I lose the weight – but I did what so
many people, including my physician, told me that I would never be able to do again and
that is walk and lift.

Lee helped me prove them all wrong, I no longer have a feeling of helplessness and the
greatest thing is that I am now in a position to help others walk the same path that I have.
I've lost a grand total of 116.2 lbs off of my heaviest weight of 318 pounds two years ago.

Everyday I suit up to exercise whether I am pushing iron or doing cardio; I know that every
day I do so I am one step closer to a completely disease and pain free life. I did all this
through proper diet, exercise and natural supplements – NO MEDICATIONS.

I have since decided to become a certified personal trainer myself and have started the
ball rolling in that direction. I want to help others as Lee Hayward has helped me. I desire to
serve, to remind others that no matter how bad the situation looks, there is hope as long as
we will reach upward and fight!"

Bill Moore
- USA

"Before"

"After"

Jacob, from Thailand, lost 42 pounds and got ripped in just
5 months... And he's been able to maintain his weight and
abdominal definition for over a year!

"I was a former competitive bodybuilder in my teens and early 20's. But I had to move away
to Thailand for work and stopped bodybuilding in order to focus on my career.

The transition to a new country, new career, and new lifestyle wasn't easy. The stress of
work, personal struggles, and trying to make a living started to add up and it didn't take
long before I started to see my muscles turning to flab.

I was ashamed by how fat I had become, I felt embarrassed to take my shirt off at the
beach, and would avoid going because I didn't want people to see me. But within 5 months
of following Lee's advice, I went from 231 pounds to now weighing 189 pounds. It feels so
awesome to finally see my abs instead of a fat belly."

Jacob Fereydoonfar
- Thailand

"Before"

"After"

Alejandro, from Austria, went from 'skinny fat'
to 'ripped and jacked' in only 4 months!
"I've been lifting weights on and off for several years, but NEVER in conjunction with a
proper diet, so my results weren’t that good.

A few years back my life made a complete u-turn. I got married, had a son, and then left
my home country for them both. We moved to Austria in Europe and I can tell you it is not
easy to leave your life behind so fast to start a completely new one – new people, new
language, new customs, and a new job in another part of the world.

During this time I was digging myself into a deep hole physically. I was eating really bad
and didn't do any sort of exercise at all and as you can imagine I gained a lot of weight
with this kind of lifestyle.

It eventually got to the point where I was sick and tired of the way I looked and felt. I was
embarrassed to take my shirt off, I hated the way my body looked, and I finally said "Enough
is enough... I MUST do something about my situation and take charge of my life."

I started working out and following your program 4 months ago and I made some very good
changes. Now maybe for some people it doesn't seem like much, but for me it was an
amazing feeling because I've never been in this kind of shape before, not even when I was
playing basketball as a teenager.

I'm still following your program and I am very happy with it. One of my future goals is to
become a Fitness Model, I would love to participate in drug free competitions.
That's my goal.

Working out has given me a new life, so I want to give it 100% and be the best I can be.
Thanks Lee for all your help and support, you've been a big part in helping me make this
change!"

Alejandro Buzzi
- Austria

"Before"

"After"

"After watching a few of Lee's youtube video's I got Lee to help me with a personalized
muscle building training and nutrition plan. I faithfully followed Lee's advice with my eating
and training and I was able to put on a great deal of lean muscle. Since then I have
inspired many of my co-workers to improve themselves as well. I cannot say enough good
things about Lee and everything I have learned over the last year."

Kevin Borchert
- USA

"Before"

"After"

Rick, from Georgia, started training for bodybuilding
at age 55. He worked his way up the ranks, starting
from the novice level and has worked his way up to
competing several times at the nationals. Just recently
Rick won the Masters Title at the USA Nationals
at 64 years of age!
"I started working with Lee in my mid 50's and he never once said my age was a limitation.
He always encouraged me towards progress. I have followed several of Lee's programs over
the past 10 years.

He has helped me to get ready for my very first Masters Bodybuilding Competition and I
have progressed from local, to state, to regional and now to national competitions.

I would highly recommend Lee as a coach, mentor, and friend.

Thanks for all the positive influence you've had in my life!"

Rick Watkins
- USA

"Before"

"After"

“I enjoyed every minute working out under Lee’s expert advice. I am introducing and
suggesting this as one of the best training methods of all time to any one who wants to
transform quickly his or her body, regardless of how old you are."

Aimo Ruoho
- Spain

Ok Lee, I Get It...
These Guys All Look Great...
But How Did They Do It?
Right now you're probably saying to yourself:
"Ok Lee, I get it... These guys all look great, they made impressive changes,
but how did they do it? What's the secret? And how can I do the same?"
Well, they did it by following what I like to call the Muscle After 40 Blueprint,
which is a system that helps you create a sustainable and maintainable fitness and fat loss
transformation.
You see the biggest problem with losing fat - isn't the losing part... Because pretty much
anyone can lose weight if they really buckle down and commit themselves. For example,
if you eat nothing but boiled chicken and broccoli and workout for 2 hours per day,
you'll lose weight - I guarantee it...
But you'll feel miserable in the process. It's no fun to torture yourself like that. And if you
don't enjoy the way you eat, and you hate the exercises you're doing, then you won't stick
to the plan over the long term.
You already know this deep down...
Because chances are you've tried several diets or workout programs in the past, and you
probably succeeded in "Losing Weight" over the short term. But the problem was you
couldn't stick to the plan over the long term. Once the "diet" was over, you went back to
your old eating habits, and re-gained all the weight back again.
The "Secret" To Fat Loss Success Is NOT Knowing How To Get Lean...
It's Knowing How To Stay Lean After You Lose The Fat!

To show you a real world example of this, just look at the dramatic "Before" and "After"
transformation pictures above... These pics were taken exactly 1 year apart...
Now most people would be very happy to achieve such a transformation.
You can see a huge night and day difference between these pics.
But there's just one problem...

I had dieted down to 195 lbs. in the "Before" ripped picture, but after the
bodybuilding contest was over, I went back to my old eating habits,
and ended up ballooning up to 240 lbs. in the fat "After" picture...
This is the harsh reality of most fat loss diet plans...
It's easy to get lean, but very hard to stay lean!

Sure, you can get ripped by starving yourself
and doing endless hours of cardio...
(i.e. following the typical bodybuilding "Cutting Diet")

But It's NOT Sustainable...
No one wants to be a slave to extreme diets and endless cardio forever!

I Needed To Get My Sh!t Together & Figure Out...
#1: How to live a healthy lifestyle that didn't have me going through
the extreme UPS and DOWNS of competitive bodybuilding and
Yo-Yo Dieting.
#2: How to have a healthy relationship with food so I could enjoy
my meals, not feel hungry, and still achieve my fat loss goals.
#3: How to workout less and build a lean muscular body - without
being a slave to 2+ hour workouts, 6 days per week and doing
endless cardio sessions on top of that.

Right Now You're Going To Learn The
3 Secrets To Lose Fat & Keep It Off...
SECRET #1:
How to re-program your psychology to make
lasting change inevitable without conscious effort.
SECRET #2:
How to eat what you want (within reason) any day
of the week and still achieve your fat loss goals.
SECRET #3:
How to workout less, and have your workouts fit around
your schedule, so you can build the lean body you want
without feeling like a slave to the gym.

mindset
nutrition
training

SECRET #1:
How to Re-program Your Psychology To Make Lasting
Change Inevitable WITHOUT Conscious Effort.

Right Now You Are Experiencing An Identity Crisis!

Human beings always act, feel, and perform in accordance
to what they imagine to be true about themselves and their
environment.
Who you believe you are, and who you associate with on a regular basis, dictates who you
are in the material world.
If think you’re big boned, with a slow metabolism, bad genetics and are just meant to be
that way - then you will become that way.
If you always hang out with people who are overweight and out of shape, you will become
the same.

Personal development legend, Jim Rohn, had a saying that we are the average of the 5
people we spend the most time with.
So, if you take the average income of the 5 people you spend the most time with,
chances are that's how much income you make.
If you take the average body weight of the 5 people you spend the most time with,
chances are that's how much you weigh.
While there will always be some exceptions, this rule of being the average of the 5 people
that you spend the most time with - is surprisingly accurate!
Now in today's society we can take this concept to another level, because now we don't
just spend time with people physically, but virtually as well.
So, this includes the books you read, the videos you watch, the podcasts you listen to,
the people you follow on social media, etc.
All of this comes into play with creating the average of the 5 people you spend the most
time with - be that physical time or virtual time.
Bottom line, you must change your environment, and the people you associate
with, and your internal beliefs in order to match the results you seek.

I have NEVER seen anyone succeed long term in a poor environment.
You become the average of the 5 people you spend the most time with.
If you want to improve your results and become a better person.
You must get around better people.

To create LASTING CHANGE you must shift your IDENTITY or you will simply revert back to
your existing self-image.
And the first step to creating a new identity is seeing your true potential...

The chart above, this shows how your personal view of your potential can impact the
actions you take, the results you get, and your internal beliefs.

For example...
If you think you have bad potential, you're going to take poor action.
If you take poor action, you're going to get rotten results.
If you get rotten results, it re-enforces the belief that you have bad
potential.

It literally becomes a self-fulfilling negative spiral. This is why so many people who have
tried and failed with diets in the past stay stuck in a rut...
It's probably why YOU feel stuck Right NOW and are reading this e-book to begin with!
It's not that you physically can't change... But if you have a mental block and believe deep
down that you don't have good potential, then you're not going to take the right action, if
you don't take the right action, you won't get the right results, when you don't get the
right results, it re-enforces the belief that you suck and that you don't have good
potential.

What would happen if we turned this around?
Just imagine for a moment that you truly believed deep down in your heart that you have
GOOD Potential - what would happen?
Well, if you really believe you have good potential. You're probably going to be more
serious about it, and you would take positive actions.
Then when you take positive actions, you're going to start to get good results.
When you start to see some good results, even if it's just small results, it's going to
re-enforce the belief that you can actually do this and that you have good potential.
Then it becomes a self fulfilling upward spiral of success!

You can use momentum in both directions.
It can be positive momentum that will propel
you towards your fitness & fat loss goals.

Success!

Or it can be negative momentum, that will keep
you stuck in a rut, getting fatter and lazier.

This is why we often see people who are
successful, become even more successful.
And it's why we see people who are failures,
always continuing to fail over and over again.
- The rich become richer and the fit become fitter.
- The poor become poorer and the fat become fatter.
I know it may seem unfair. But once you
understand what's happening here, you can
use this to your advantage and consciously
choose to become a member of the
upward spiral of success group!
Today there's no excuses, because with
the Internet we have an equal playing field.
Regardless of where you're from, regardless
of your background, you have access the
exact same information as anyone else.

Failure...

And that's a very exciting thought, because just a few decades ago
this was not the case! You have an unfair advantage today compared
to the guys of the past... So make sure you take advantage of it!

WARNING: This is NOT a 'One and Done' Process...
This feedback loop is always running and self-fulfilling. It never ends. So, if you have a
bunch of bad days, this will build negative momentum and that can kill your progress.
Vice Versa - if you have a bunch of good days, this builds positive momentum and can
speed up your progress.
My goal with this system is to show you how to have more good days than bad, so you're
always moving forward towards your fitness and fat loss goals.
The truth is traditional diet & exercise programs can install the belief that you can
succeed - but it is NOT sustainable...
It's Fueled By WILLPOWER... And WILLPOWER is Finite!
Your willpower is going to run out eventually, I don't care how motivated you are right
now... Sooner or later you're going to run out of willpower and cave in.
Remember back when I shared the story of my bodybuilding competition days?
I was getting ripped for competition running on pure willpower, but once the contest was
over, I went back to my old habits, and re-gained all the weight I lost back again!
It took me months of suffering to lose the weight, and only a few weeks of binge eating to
gain it all back... It's an incredibly frustrating process, and one that every Yo-Yo Dieter has
been through before...
In order for any diet or exercise program to be effective, you need to have a system in
place that allows you to operate on habits - not willpower!
To create LASTING change we must repeatedly make the right decision without
conscious effort (i.e. willpower) as it's not dependable.

How Do You Do It Without Using Willpower?
Ok, so we know that we can't rely on willpower alone to reach our fitness and fat loss
goals, because it's not dependable long term...

"How Do You Do It Without Using Willpower?
Let me ask you a question...
When you put on your shoes on this morning, did you have to stop and consciously think
about tying your laces?
Or when you bent over to put on that shoe, did it automatically trigger you to tie the lace?

When a child first learns to tie their shoes, it's a big deal. If you're a parent, you
know exactly what I'm talking about. In the beginning it takes a lot of conscious
effort to learn how to tie a shoe lace. But eventually it becomes second
nature, something that you do automatically without even thinking about it.

What about driving your car?
When you get behind the wheel do you have to consciously stop and think about how
you're going to drive, change the gears, how much pressure to apply to the gas pedal and
brakes, etc...?
Or do you just get in the car and start driving without even consciously thinking about it?

When you first learned how to drive, it was probably a nerve wracking
experience, if not for you, it was for the person teaching you :-)
You had to consciously think and worry about everything, all little details of
where you place your hands, where to look, what the car was doing, how it
felt... It was overwhelming and stressful at times. But eventually driving a car
became second nature.
Now most guys can just jump in the car and drive, while listening to the radio,
talking on the phone, and enjoying the ride... Sometimes it may even feel like
you're driving on autopilot without having to think about anything.

How About Opening Up Social Media?
How often do you find yourself just picking up your phone and then before you know it
you're 10 minutes deep into scrolling through social media posts before you even realize
what you're doing?
It's all about creating subconscious habits.
You're already doing this anyway, without even being aware of it... How about you start
doing it for creating good habits that you want to stick, instead of mindless ones that
don't really serve you?

BONUS TIP:
If you ever think you "Don't Have Time" to workout, than managing how you
spend time on your phone could be a big one.
In my case, if I'm going to watch a YouTube video, or scroll through facebook
posts, I'm going to do it while doing cardio on my elliptical machine at home.
Or I'll go for walks and bicycle rides while listening to podcasts and audio
books.
By pigging backing off that dead time you use for social media, you can easily
squeeze in some extra fat burning exercise into your day.

Now you're probably thinking that this all sounds great, but how do I actually go about
creating a new habit?
Well, it's easier than you may think and you're already doing it on so many levels that
you're probably not even consciously aware of.
It all comes down to understanding The Habit Creation Process.
Let me give you an example of one my personal "positive habits"...
Step 1: Create A Trigger
Every evening, right after I finish dinner, I always go to the bathroom to brush my teeth.
The act of finishing dinner is my "trigger" to go and brush my teeth.
Step 2: Perform The Action
In this case, the "action" is physically brushing my teeth after dinner.
Step 3: Enjoy The Reward
Now the "reward" of brushing my teeth after dinner every evening is that I get to maintain
healthy white teeth, and don't have to go to the dentist as often.
So, I keep repeating this habit over and over again. And I'm happy to say that in my 40+
years of living on this earth I've never had a cavity because I faithfully follow the habit of
regularly brushing my teeth.

How Can We Apply This To Your Fitness & Nutrition?
A simple habit that you could develop is to get your gym bag ready the night before, so
when you wake up in the morning you're all set to go the gym.
The act of having your gym bag packed in advance could be your trigger for you to take
the action and go to the gym and workout. And the reward for doing this is that the
more often you repeat this habit, the better you'll feel about yourself, and you'll start to
see the results of consistent workouts accumulating, and this will reinforce the habit.
Another habit could be to start every single meal with a generous serving of lean protein
and veggies.
Sitting down for a meal could be your trigger for you to take the action of filling your
plate up with lean protein and veggies before anything else. The benefit of doing this is
you'll naturally fill up with the good nutrient dense foods first, so you have less room for
the not so good fattening foods afterwards. And the reward for repeating this habit is
you'll get leaner, more muscular, and have more energy - without feeling like you are
going hungry or depriving yourself.

What are some habits that you could start creating today that will help move you in the
right direction towards reaching your fitness and fat loss goals?
I suggest that you start off with some small easy habits at first, and then build up
momentum as you go.
Even something as simple as starting each of your meals with lean protein and veggies will
go a long way to improving your eating habits. That one habit right there is like an 80/20
rule habit, because it's a small simple dietary change, but by following it you'll get massive
results.

SECRET #2:
How To Eat What You Want (within reason)
Any Day Of The Week & Still Achieve Your Goals.

Let me ask you: What’s The Best Diet Plan...?

The BEST Diet Is The One You Can Actually Stick To!
Let's face it, you're never going to eat "clean foods" in the perfect ratios of
protein, carbs, and fat for the rest of your life (or live off meal replacement
shakes, or other crazy fad diets).
You absolutely MUST create nutritional flexibility by building your FAVORITE
foods into your day or you'll never stick to the diet long term.
Chocolate, ice cream, burgers, pizza, beer, you name it...
I'm going to show you how you can literally have it all... And still get lean!

How I Went On A Beach Vacation & Lost Weight...

Have you ever went on vacation... Maybe to a resort, went on a cruise, took
a beach vacation, or whatever... and before you know it... you gained 5 pounds?
It's so common and happens all the time, most people I know who go on vacation come
back fatter than when they left. However, it doesn't have to be that way... And you don't
have to go hungry and deprive yourself either.
Prime example, back in February of 2020 my family and I were on vacation in Florida for
a full month. We went for an extra long vacation to escape the cold Canadian winter and
enjoy some fun in the sun!
During this time we ate out in restaurants multiple times per week, and some of the
things we ate included burgers, pizza, pasta, sushi, ice cream, and the ever famous
"All-U-Can-Eat" Chinese Buffet... :-)
Now most folks who go on vacation and eat like this will end up packing on a lot of
excess belly fat... FAST... The average numbers that I hear from a lot of guys I talk to
is gaining least 5 pounds over the course of a 2 week vacation... Yikes!
But what if there was a way you could go on vacation, eat out in your favorite restaurants,
and still enjoy good food - without becoming a fat pig in the process?
Well you can, and I'm going to show you how...

So How Do You To Lose Weight Eating What You Want?
...By creating a NEGATIVE ENERGY BALANCE on the days YOU choose...

The chart above shows an example for someone who requires 2,000 calories per day
in order to lose weight. Now please realize, I'm NOT saying that YOU need to eat exactly
2,000 calories per day to lose weight... This is just an example to go by, your individual
calorie needs may be higher or lower depending on your body size, age, metabolism, and
activity level.
Now in our example, the easiest way to average 2,000 calories per day - is to simply eat
2,000 calories everyday of the week.
But what if you prefer to eat more calories on certain days and less on others. Such as
eating more food on your workout days? Well, you can make that work by simply reducing
your calories on your off days from the gym. This will allow you to still consume an
average intake of 2,000 calories per day.
Or how about if you prefer to eat more on the weekends? Maybe you like to go out for
pizza and beer with your buddies on a Friday night... Or maybe you want to have a date
night and enjoy a nice dinner and a glass of wine with your wife on a Saturday night...
Guess what, you can still make that work. You just need to factor it into your weekly
average and reduce your calories on the other days of the week.

The big take home message here is as long as you end the week in a negative energy
balance (i.e. a calorie deficit) you will succeed at losing fat. And it really doesn't matter how
you get there or even which foods you choose!
Once you fully understand and grasp this concept internally and start living this way as
part of your day to day - you'll be able to go from Anxiety & Frustration to enjoying
predictable and consistent fat loss results EVERY WEEK... Regardless of parties, weddings,
holidays, family meals, vacations, restaurants, etc...
You see there's a lot of myths and misconceptions out there with regards to nutrition.

MYTH: You can only eat boring bland foods to get results.
TRUTH: Experts of nutrition know you cannot achieve long
term sustainable results without eating the foods you love!
You have to build your favorite foods into the equation and manage your calories weekly.

(This is how you can literally have your cake, and eat it too!)

SECRET #3:
How To Workout LESS And Have Your Workouts Fit Around
Your Schedule... So You Can Build The Lean Body You Want
Without Feeling Like A Slave To The Gym.

Let me ask you: What’s the BEST workout strategy?

The BEST Workout Is The One You'll Follow - Consistently!

There are 2 things you must keep in mind when it comes to your workouts...

# 1. - Keep It Stupidly Simple (KISS)
# 2. - Only incorporate the things you actually LIKE doing!

Please... STOP WITH THE RIDICULOUS
WORKOUT ROUTINES!

You don't need to do CrossFit, P90X, Insanity, go running for miles on end, lift
until you feel like puking, or do any exercises that cause pain, discomfort, or
you just flat out hate doing!
And you certainly don't need some drill sergeant personal trainer yelling at you
and making you feel like a piece of sh!t when working out either...

Let Secret #2 Do The Heavy Lifting For You...
(Literally)
You see there's a lot of myths and misconceptions out there with regards to
exercise, such as...

MYTH: You must do hours of grueling exercise everyday
in order to lose weight.
TRUTH: You only need to exercise a few times a week
to get all the health, fitness, and muscle building
and fat loss benefits...
...Sometimes Less Is Better!

NUTRITION IS 80% OF THE FAT LOSS EQUATION.
The most important thing that drives fat loss results is a
"CALORIE DEFICIT"
Working out simply increases the calorie deficit. However, it's far easier to
increase the deficit by eating less calories, rather than trying to burn off
more calories. The harsh reality is you can't out train a poor diet.
No matter how hard you work in the gym!

Let me explain...
In order to burn 1 pound of fat from just working out, you'd have to do:
- 7 hours on the elliptical cross trainer
- 6 hours of high intensity spin class
- walk for 35 miles at a fast pace
And guess what would happen if you tried
to do this much exercise on a regular basis?

You Would Feel BURN OUT!

Over training and doing extreme amounts of exercise is a big mistake because it leads
you right back to overeating and initiates that negative feedback loop we talked about
earlier where you feel like a failure when your weight doesn't drop...

So How Should You Workout?
It's simple, you need to exercise in a way that you ENJOY and can SUSTAIN as part of your
regular day to day lifestyle.
It's all about managing the energy balance equation and creating a positive headspace NOT just about "burning fat" and seeing how much torture you can endure.
YOU MUST ENJOY WHAT YOU'RE DOING OR IT WILL NOT LAST.
Sure, you can starve yourself and train like a madman in the gym and lose weight initially...
But if you don't enjoy the process, you will NOT sustain the results long term.
Remember back to my bodybuilding competition days...?
I would get absolutely ripped for competitions, step on stage with 6 pack abs, and I got
there by starving myself on a low carb diet, working out 6 days per week, 2 hours per day,
and doing endless cardio on top of that...
YES, it technically "works"... But I hated the process and felt like garbage the entire time.
As soon as the the pressure of the contest was over, I'd go right back to my old habits,
re-gain all the weight back again, and end up back at square one all over again...
Feeling more frustrated and more pissed off at myself than ever...
It would take me months of extreme cutting to lose the weight, yet only a few weeks of
bingeing to gain it all back... That's the Yo-Yo Dieting Trap and it's a vicious cycle!

So Let's Re-cap...
The 3 Secrets We Covered Today Are:
SECRET #1:
How to reprogram your psychology to make lasting success
inevitable without conscious effort of will power.
SECRET #2:
How to eat what you want (within reason) any day of the week and
still achieve your fat loss goals.
SECRET #3:
How to workout less, and have your workouts fit around your
schedule, so you can build the lean body you want without feeling
like a slave to the gym.
When you have these 3 things working for you, it gives you a clear path to
building a lean body and developing sustainable health & confidence for life!

Are you are feeling a bit like this right now? Like trying to drink water from a fire hydrant.
Information is worthless without implementation... So right now you have 2 choices...

OPTION 1: Go Back To "Life As Usual"
You can finish reading this and decide to go...
- Back to living an underwhelming,
embarrassing, "low confidence" life.

- Back to being stuck in a rut as a busy
guy with a desire to change, but no
clarity on how to actually make it work.

- You can say, "Thanks Lee, but I think I'd
like to go back to not losing weight, not
building muscle, not knowing how to
change my habits and try to figure this
all out by myself, on my own."

- And guess what?
There's nothing wrong with that…
You can go back and do what you've
always done, and keep getting the
same results that you've always got.

- These days being fat and overweight is
"Average" for most guys, and there's
nothing wrong with being average.

But there is another option…

OPTION 2: Make This Your "Defining Moment"
It's Time To Man Up & Get Your Sh!t Together...
- You can say, "I've had enough. I'm sick
of being fat and out of shape... I'm fed up
with letting myself go, constantly spinning
my wheels, starting over and never getting
anywhere... It's time to WIN."
- The truth is YOU ultimately have
CONTROL over the things you do.
Why not be our next success story
by taking control over your health,
fitness, and life... Just like my previous
coaching students did?
- Like them you can say:
"I want to do this with your help, because
you've done it for yourself, and you've
done it for countless others, and I know
you can do it for me too!"
- Don't let this be "just another" moment...
where you learn something new, and
then walk away from it - never fully
utilizing it, never fully grasping its power
to take you where you wanna go.

There is an EASIER & FASTER way to get the
body, health, & fitness you want and deserve!

You can get personalized help and one-on-one coaching from someone who
has a proven roadmap to follow, who has actually done it for themselves, and
is helping other guys around the world to do the same!

These progress pics show my personal getting ripped after 40 fat loss transformation!

I literally have a proven map for you to follow, so you can cross the fat loss
minefield safely without constantly getting blown up and having to start over
again. And I'd like for you to have it and use it, just like I have, and my personal
coaching students have...

Trevor lost 74 lbs. at Age 58

Paul
lost
pounds
age
Paul
lost
6868
pounds
at at
age
65!65!

Imagine getting results like "Rick Watkins"...

Imagine getting results like "Matt Webb"...

Imagine getting results like "Jeff Samataro"...

Imagine getting results like "Paul Miller"...

Imagine getting results like "Richard Hahn"...

If you want proven results I have something very special for you
and there's absolutely no pressure whatsoever for you to take
advantage of it - but it's my job to put it in front of you,
and YOUR job is to take it or not...

Your Golden Opportunity….
Over the next week I've personally set aside some time to talk to you and
see if my team and I can help you further...
We'll have a one-on-one conversation over the phone, skype, or zoom and we'll map out a realistic action plan for you to reach your goals, fix
your habits, and use the systems we talked about today to accelerate,
amplify and sustain your fitness and fat loss results.
If you want to build this out "hands on" together, and I'm positive I can
actually help you get the results you want quickly, then I may invite you to
become one of my VIP Coaching Students that I take on - but there is
absolutely no guarantee that I'll make that invitation and (OF COURSE)
zero pressure to do anything if I do... this is totally up to you.

If You Serious About Making A Change...
Honestly, this could be the most transformational time you invest into your
health, fitness, and life - this entire year…

BUT listen:
You must be COMMITTED to change. I can help you re-program your
identity, master your metabolism, optimize your nutrition and workouts...
But you MUST be willing to change.
Please don't apply if you are not serious... You have to want this. Like
actually want to change... Because I find most guys want the reward, but
not the sacrifice. We can greatly accelerate your progress, but you must be
committed to adapting your lifestyle or don't even bother.
This system works best for guys who want to lose 20, 30, or even 50 lbs
or more in the next 6 months (this isn't for people wanting to stay the same).
It works for those who have very little free time and are yet to create a
sustainable approach to nutrition and exercise that they actual enjoy.
It's for guys who often feel disgusted with the way they look, but know they
don't want to keep on living this way anymore.
For those who want to follow a proven step-by-step system, who respect
process, and WANT to have some skin in the game in order to get fast,
incredible results.

If This Is YOU...
Here's what you need to do next...

Step # 1: Go to my website at: www.LeeHayward.com/call
Step # 2: Complete the short application form on that page.
It will ask you for some basic information about you,
your health, fitness and fat loss goals, what are the
challenges you're dealing with when it comes to
reaching your goals, etc.
Step # 3: After you fill out that form, you'll be able to book a time
for a FREE One-On-One Strategy Session Call with me
in my calendar.
Step # 4: Select your call time, and then show up for the call.
We'll chat over the phone, skype, or zoom and discuss
a realistic action plan that works for you.

Apply Now: www.LeeHayward.com/call

IF We Worked Together….
We'd work 1-on-1 to create the elements that were covered in this e-book
along with several more that were not even mentioned.
It's impossible to go through EVERYTHING I know about building a
sustainable and personalized muscle building and fat loss
transformation in a short e-book, so obviously there's much more
to talk about if we get on a call...
IF you're someone that I really know for sure I can help, we'll talk about
that - and if you're NOT - I'll give you some ideas and CLARITY and
recommend some outside resources that will help you to get the
results you want with your health and fitness.
If you thought the information in this e-book was helpful, you should see
what it's like to be coached by me One-On-One. I set the bar high and
expect the best from my personal coaching clients - there is nothing
I want more than to see my students succeed and achieve their very own
"Before" and "After" transformation!
I'll expect you (if you come on board) to lose that layer of stubborn belly fat,
while building solid muscle in your chest, shoulders, and arms - and
sustaining it for the rest of your life.
It's EASY to use willpower to get started and feel good in the
moment... But to actually keep that momentum going forward
and achieve lasting results for life is - HARD!

What Will It Cost To Do This On Your Own?
Trying to master this on your own will cost you a minimum of 5 years of
your life and even then you'll probably not figure it all out.
You will most likely run out of energy, lose your will power, and get
overwhelmed... (if you haven’t already) by trying this and trying that and doing a million different things that you just don't know will work
or not through trial & error.
It has taken me a lifetime of study and application - literally 30 years of
training myself and then 23 years of coaching hundreds of guys in person
and thousands more online to streamline and SIMPLIFY this system for
myself and my coaching students.
If you want to spend years of your life trying to learn all this on your own
through trial and error, that's totally cool, there's absolutely nothing wrong
with that, by all means go ahead and do it.
But if you'd like some help to shortcut the process, and learn from
someone who has already done what you want to achieve.
Then go ahead and book a FREE One-On-One Strategy Session Call Now.

You Need To Know How To Create A New Identity,
Stack Your Habits, Create Nutritional Flexibility,
And Balance Workouts For Sustainable Results.
And that's exactly what we'll do together if you come
on board with my VIP coaching program.
Just click on the link below to book a time to chat.

Apply Now: www.LeeHayward.com/call

Frequently Asked Questions...
Q: How Do I Know If I'm Ready For Coaching?
A: Here's the truth... you will NEVER be ready... And if you're waiting
for the "perfect time" to get started - it will never happen.
There will always be challenges and obstacles and you'll always be
"too busy". If you wait for the perfect time - you'll never get started.
So just start now... You don't have to be perfect to make progress.
Even giving it a half ass 50% effort is better than no effort at all.
Bottom line, if you're serious about making a change – building muscle,
losing your gut, and improving your health and fitness – You need to
begin your journey sooner rather than later.
You'll never be as young as you are right now. If you keep putting it off
you're only going to live a life of shame and regret.
It doesn't matter where you're starting from today. I'll help you get the
ball rolling with some very small, simple, and easy action steps to build
some positive momentum and we'll progress from there.

Q: Is This Coaching Program For Beginners?
A: It's for guys of all fitness levels. But approximately 70% of the guys in
the program now are at the beginner level. Even though many have
been working out "On & Off" for several years and understand the
basics of fitness and nutrition. Most are beginners or intermediates based on their current fitness level.

Apply Now: www.LeeHayward.com/call

Q: Is This Program Only For Advanced Bodybuilders?
A: No...
Even though I'm a former competitive bodybuilder myself and I have
worked with a lot of competitive bodybuilders over the years. Most of
my over 40 coaching students are regular guys who want to build
muscle, lose fat, and get back in shape so they can look and feel their
best... But they are confused and overwhelmed by all the conflicting diet
and exercise information that's available these days.
The purpose of our Free Strategy Session Call is to figure out where you
are right now in terms of your health and fitness. Then we'll figure out
where you'd like to be within the next 6 to 12 months. And from there
we'll decide if you are a good fit for the Muscle After 40 Blueprint.

Q: Do You Coach Guys Who Are Under 40?
A: Yes...
I've been bodybuilding since I was 12 years old and understand how
the body changes as we get older. It usually starts with a racing fast
metabolism as a teenager and then it gets slower and slower the older
you get.
So even if you're in your 20's or 30's - we can discuss your options
during your Free Strategy Session Call. From there we'll decide if you
are a good fit for the program.

Apply Now: www.LeeHayward.com/call

Q: Do You Coach Females?
A: While the majority of the people in the coaching program are men
over 40, because they are the guys I relate to the most. I have worked
with female coaching students and understand the unique challenges
that women face when it comes to building muscle and losing fat. My
wife is a former Canadian Bodybuilding and Figure Champion who has
competed on the National Stage.
From 2001 to 2012 she competed in bodybuilding and physique
competitions. So I've seen first hand how a woman's body responds to
diet and training compared to a man's body. While there are a lot of
similarities, there are some key differences and we can discuss those
during your free strategy session call. From there we'll decide if you are
a good fit for the program.

Q: Will You Do Everything For Me?
A: I'll lead you, I'll help you, I'll give you the tools you need to succeed...
But this is NOT babysitting!
You have to do the work and actually follow the program. I can't do it
for you... The results you get from the Muscle After 40 Blueprint will be
in direct proportion to the effort YOU put into it.
If you're teachable and take action and respond well to constructive
feedback... You've got the winning combination to be successful and
make this work... If not, then please don't waste your time, or my time.

Apply Now: www.LeeHayward.com/call

Q: How Much Is This Going To Cost?
A: Achieving anything worthwhile is going to take a big investment of
time, money, and energy. Nobody has ever made a life changing
transformation from popping a pill or following some fad diet plan.
However, the first thing you need to ask yourself is how much is being
fat and out of shape already costing you right now?
How many times have you had to back out of an activity, or miss
out on a vacation, because you knew that your body couldn't
handle it, or maybe you were just too embarrassed about how fat
and out of shape you've let yourself become?
How many times have you had to reluctantly go clothes shopping
to fit into a bigger shirts, pants, or a bigger suit because your old
ones will no longer button up?
How is your current physical shape affecting your relationship with
your wife or significant other?
How many pain killers do you have to pop per day for the aches
and pains to go away?
How is your lack of energy and growing waistline affecting your
confidence and performance at work?
If you keep on living the way you are now, will you be around to
watch your children and grandchildren grow up?
Ignoring your health and fitness, maybe costing you A LOT more than
you think!
If you are fed up with letting your health and fitness go down the
crapper and you are serious about making a change, than sign up for
a Free Strategy Session Coaching Call with me and we'll brainstorm
some ideas and discuss your options for how we can make this work
for you, your situation, and your budget.

Q: What If I Had A Trainer In The Past & It Didn't Work?
A: If you had a bad meal in a restaurant, does that mean you're going
to stop eating at restaurants? If you watched a bad movie, does that
mean you're going to stop watching movies? ...Of course not...
Don't let one bad experience ruin an opportunity to take your
health and fitness to the next level. If you're not happy with how
your body looks right now, then you need to make a change.
This is a personalized coaching program for YOU. Meaning we will work
together to get you from where you are right now – to where you want
to go with your health, fitness, and physique goals. This isn't some
"Cookie Cutter" one size fits all program.
We'll adjust and modify our approach based on how your body
responds to ensure you get the best results possible. The only way
you'll fail, is if you quit on yourself...
I've been doing this for over 30 years and I don't quit on my coaching
students, I'll do whatever it takes to help you succeed, all you need to
do is not give up on yourself.

Q: What's Expected Of Me?
A: Here's the truth... You're going to get out of this program what you
put into it. The process of building a lean muscular physique takes real
work, anyone who tells you otherwise is full of B.S.
This isn't some quick fix solution or fad diet. What you are getting here
is a complete blueprint that will change your life by helping you build
muscle, lose fat, and improve your confidence.
Just trust the system and take it one day at a time. If you can do that,
by this time next year you'll be shocked by your progress!
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Step # 1: Go to my website at: www.LeeHayward.com/call
Step # 2: Complete the short application form on that page.
It will ask you for some basic information about you,
your health, fitness and fat loss goals, and what
challenges you're dealing with when it comes to reaching
your goals.
Step # 3: After you fill out that form, you'll be able to book a time
for a FREE One-On-One Strategy Session Call with me
in my calendar.
Step # 4: Select your call time, and then show up for the call.
We'll chat over the phone, skype, or zoom and discuss
a realistic action plan that works for you.

If you don't want to be fat anymore, and you're ready
to change, just go to the webpage link below,
fill out the questionnaire, and book in for a
Free Strategy Session Call and we'll discuss
a realistic action plan that's right for you!
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